
A unique range of simple ladder accessories
and every one will make the use of your
ladder…

◆ SAFER 

◆ EASIER 

◆ MORE COMFORTABLE 

◆ MORE EFFICIENT 

LSD LADDER ACCESSORIES

LSD LADDER LEVELLER

It is a requirement of the HSE that the

rungs of all ladders must be levelled 

(i.e. horizontal) before the ladder can be

used (see HSE Ladders Leaflet INDG402).

The LSD Ladder Leveller is made of

anodised aluminium and consists of a pair

of adjustable legs, which slide over the

stiles of any BS EN131 ladder and lock

into place using captive bolts. 

The Leveller has 100mm of adjustment on

each side in increments of 3mm. It is very

easy to operate and its high grip feet will

cope with most ground conditions. 

It provides the required level of 16° of

adjustment

determined by 

the HSE.  

ANKALAD LADDER
STABILISER

Now in its twelfth year, the Ankalad
Ladder Stabiliser will provide the level of

stability required by the HSE when used

with the Staging System. The Ankalad
Ladder Stabiliser will virtually eliminate

ladder "bounce" and thus improves the

stability of the Staging System. 

It is easily fitted and easy to put into

operation staying permanently on the

ladder, folding flat for storage and

transport. The adjustable legs cope with

uneven ground. 

The combined use of the Staging System

with Ankalad Ladder Stabilisers will

satisfy the requirements of the Health and

Safety Executive. 

It is recommended that the Ankalad Ladder

Stabiliser is used with BS EN131 Trade

quality ladders only.

Weight 3.9 kgs. 

Safe working load rating 150kgs.

LSD PLATFORM STEP

The LSD Platform Step provides a

strong, secure, stable platform and

eliminates the discomfort of standing on

ladder rungs and having to brace the

knees against rungs to maintain balance. 

It improves ladder safety for short duration

jobs by aiding the ladder user’s balance. 

The LSD Platform Step is constructed of

aluminium and is

adjustable to fit

any ladder with a

tread rise of

between 10" 

and 12".

Shown here with a
Ladder Stabiliser

attached.
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LSD STAND OFF

Conventional Stand-offs can be restricted

in their use near corners of buildings, but

the LSD Stand-off securely grips the

corner with its central vee-notch. The vee-

notch also spans down-pipes, allowing for

easier positioning of the ladder. 

Wheels assist in running the ladder up a

wall and when in position, grip the surface

of the wall helping to prevent slide slip. 

The LSD Stand Off
is constructed of light-

weight aluminium alloy.

The retaining springs

are zinc plated for

long life.

LSD ROOF RACK 
CLAMPS

The LSD Roof Rack Clamps will quickly

and safely secure up to a pair of two or

three section ladders to a roof rack. 

The retaining hooks are made of stainless

steel, which gives the product an extended

life. The cross bars are made of aluminium

for lightness and two large padlocks can

be fitted if required. 

TWO LADDER LINK
CLAMPS

Our Ladder Link Clamps allow you to

clamp a leaning ladder to a roof ladder to

stop them from sliding apart when

transferring from one to the other, an

action which can result in one of the

ladders moving sideways and causing a

fall. An inexpensive, very useful piece of

equipment.

STILE EXTENSION

The Stile Extension slides easily over

the top of your ladder stile and provides a

one metre long hand rail. Invaluable when

climbing on to and off a flat roof, or from

a ground ladder to a roof ladder. Simply

set the ladder up with the top rung level

with the roof, climb the ladder and step off

– no swiveling round the ladder. Makes

descent much easier.

Locks into position

with two thumbscrews

in seconds.

For the full
range of

Ladder Safety
Devices

products ask
for our

brochures
today.

Telephone
01825 872256


